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Photo-thermal directed assembly
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Micro-patterning of various materials was recently 
developed based on the laser-induced microbubble 

technique (LIMBT). LIMBT relies on the formation of 
a microbubble due to laser heating of a dispersion of 
nanoparticles (NPs) that absorb the laser light. Natural and 
Marangoni convection currents carry the NPs to the bubble/
substrate interface where some of them are pinned. Moving 
the substrate relative to the laser beam results in deposition 
of NPs along a predetermined path. Unfortunately, for many 
materials this deposition is non-continuous. We have recently 
found that controlling the construction and destruction of 
the microbubble through modulation of the laser enables 
the formation of continuous patterns by preventing the 
microbubble from getting pinned to the deposited material. 
Furthermore, we show that microstructure formation from 
an ion solution could be explained by a similar mechanism. 
Photo-thermal reduction of the ion solution leads to formation 
of NPs. These NPs are then pinned to the bubble/substrate 
interface. This innovative approach can be applicable for 
producing thin conductive patterns and allow fabrication of 
microelectronic devices and sensors.

Illustration of deposition processes for different laser focus positions:(A) at the interface between the 
solution droplet and air,(B) inside the solution and (C) at the substrate/solution interface. The inset in each 
figure shows the deposits (bright-field microscopy image for A,C and TEM for B)
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